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High-profile guests visit university
Sacred Heart doesnf mess around when it comes to lectures and concerts
Ines Cenatiempo
Staff Reporter

The Black-Eyed Peas, Ne-Yo, Lifehouse, John
McCain, Mitch Albom, and soon Rudy Giuliani.
How does Sacred Heart University do it?
Each year the student activities office puts togeth
er events that occur on campus. Not only are they
responsible for clubs and organizations, but they also
plan comedians, speakers, and concerts.
“Students don’t seem to understand what it takes
to have these people at Sacred Heart,” said Denise
Tiberio, associate dean of students.
The process of contacting agencies to plan events
starts more than a year prior to the event.
“[The agent] gives us information regarding what
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discussed after the student activities office speaks
with the agent.
“Many of these celebrities don’t accept bids from
colleges, so we have to find someone who is in the
college market,” said Tiberio. “To these performers,
authors, and politicians, their fame has brought them
to a high level, and to come to a university is like
taking a step down.”
The performer or guest has to appeal to the college
audience for the event to sell. However, the guest
also has to be willing to perform at a university.
Two years ago. Sacred Heart hosted the late Tim
Russert, the former managing editor and moderator
of NBC’s “Meet the Press.” The fee was $45,000.
On the other hand. The Black-eyed Peas and
Pussycat Dolls were $125,000 and “this was a bar
gain,” said Tiberio.

comes to campus on Oct. 1.
Where does all this money come from?
“The student activities fee, which is part of the
tuition payment, along with the price of freshmen
orientation, funds the events,” said Tiberio. “When
any entertainer comes to Sacred Heart, meals, trans
portation and accommodations can be provided to
them. However, the guests themselves are free to
choose their hotel so their location stays private.”
Security also comes into play when inviting a
well-known person to Sacred Heart, As a safety mea
sure, for example, students entering the facilities are
required to walk through a metal detector.
“The Public Safety Department collaborates with
the local police department and the invitee’s security
team to ensure a successful and safe event. A secu

Sacred Heart’s Studenr

and otbe
Sacred Heart staff members also help to keep the
crowd under control.
See VIP on page 2...
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we are looking
Amy Ricci, director of student activities.
The student events team is the largest organiza
tion on campus. One of the main events they plan is
the spring concert. The options for the concert are

ing Sacred Heart $50,000,” she said.
Former mayor of New York and former Republican
candidate for president, Rudolph Giuliani, is the next
speaker on the list of high-profile celebrities when he

rity operational plan is developed for each event,”

WHRT rocks both
airwaves and hallways
Katy Guest
Staff Reporter
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DJ and technical director of WHRT, Steven Napolitano, hosts his new radio show.

.

During summer vacation,
while many students relaxed on
the beach .and enjoyed down time
with friends, the members of
WHRT student radio station were
hard at work.
The station is located in the
booth across from Flik, which
was recently renovated and can
be viewed through the window in
main hallway.
Gregory Golda, clinical
instructor of media studies, has
taken on the role of faculty advi
sor in order to organize the sta
tion’s operations.
“Every year the club is given
a budget but it was never really
put into use. The club was disorand only had three active
»

See RADIO on page 3...
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nize everything,” said Golda.
Golda made big changes to
the station and brought every
thing together to give WHRT
some direction. The club now has
over 30 DJs.
Also, a new executive board
of officers was assembled. The
board consists of junior Sarah
Prial, senior Steve Napolitano,
and sophomore Chris Daly. Each
hold different titles including
general manager, technical direc
tor, and promotions rhanager,
respectively.
“The radio booth is a lot more
professional now and I want the
students to act professionally,”
said Golda.
Students can see some of the
new equipment in the booth.
There is a new soundboard,
microphones, flat screen televi-
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——--News--- —
Exhibit transcends the SHU isn’t new when it
Gallery of Contemporary Art conies to hosting VIPs
Leslie Bradshaw
Staff Reporter
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The exhibit “Transcendent &
Sublime” is now showing in The
Gallery of Contemporary Art at Sacred
Heart University. Scheduled to run
from Sept. 14 through Nov. 4, the
exhibit features artists Dozier Bell,
Joy Garnett, Jacqueline Gourevitch and
Carrie Yamaoka.
According to the exhibit’s invi
tation brochure, written by Sophia
Gevas, director of The Gallery of
Contemporary Art, the exhibit was cre
ated in response to Sacred Heart’s year
long celebration of the new university
Chapel. It includes four contemporary artists whose work demonstrates
the theme of “Transcendent and the
Sublime” in the modem world.
These concepts are further explored
in an essay by Deborah Frizzell, Ph.D.
of William Paterson University, which
accompanies the show.
Frizzell, also the curator of this
exhibit, said, “[the] transcendent and
sublime are related as extreme states
beyond the limits of ordinary comprehension.
Transcendent refers to a rare experience or perception outside known
boundaries ” ‘Sublime’ describes the
quality of vast magnitude to which
nothing can be compared, and which
lies beyond measurement.”
David Coppola, assistant vice president for administration said, “the art
work in the chapel is very special in as
much as it is intended on the one hand,
to be accessible to the entire university
community, while on the other hand
also be inspirational, and in that sense,
beyond our reach.”
That “beyond our reach” quality
Coppola refers to is the one meant to be
explored in the gallery’s exhibit.
Father Marko I. Rupnik, an artist
and priest from Italy, created the art
work for the chapel, and with 15 artists

installed the mosaics over the course of
two weeks in August.
The art of creating a mosaic is an
ancient process in which small pieces
of stone and glass are used to create a
more complex image.
According to the press release from
Sacred Heart, “hundreds of thousands
of tesserae and dozens of colors will
grace the chapel walls when the project
is finished...”
Rupnik’s work in the chapel has
attracted attention from the Connecticut
Post as well. In a recent article Rupnik
said. “He hopes his art...will engage
the viewers, provoke thought and open
a pathway to God.”
Gevas said that students who were
involved in a panel discussion at the
new exhibit commented on the nature
of some of the artwork, observing for
instance, that some of the work by Bell
was terrifying.
“Her paintings have evolved from
direct observation and the close scmtiny of a life-long painter who has
watched and drawn intricacies and
oscillations that only revel themselves
over time,” said Frizzell, in reference
to Gourevitch’s Cloud Paintings.”
Rupnik has dedicated his career
to the church and his art, making the
subluhe and transcendent accessible to
people through art.
“I say in my heart to God, ‘You
know who I am.. .This is the work of
the Holy Spirit,” said Rupnik in an
interview with the Connecticut Post.
A common thread running between
the “Transcendent & Sublime” exhibit
and the artwork in the new chapel is
the reflective nature of the work.
. In one of the collections of work
in the gallery, Yamaoka works entirely
with “urethane resin and sheets of flex
ible reflective mylar,” said Frizzell.
As Gevas said, you cannot look
directly at this artwork, or you will
only see your reflection in the piece.
Rather, she said, one must look at
it from “oblique” angles,
free of your own image, to
fully grasp the levels and
depth of the piece.
For the new chapel, the
reflection also comes from
not seeing one’s own image
in the work.
“I especially like the
smaller chapel because the
mosaics there depict the
birth of Jesus surrounded
by Joseph and Mary, and
Mary’s parents on one wall
and the Three Kings on
the other,” said Coppola.
“This says to me that all
people are welcome, Jews
and Gentiles. And I think
that is the most important
message of the chapel and
the reason it is being built:
all are welcome to -learn
deeply, live fully, love gen
erously and grow freely at
SHU.”
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Although not all events sell out,
both the student activities department
and Sacred Heart students say that the
events are worth having.
According to the Sacred Heart
Web site, the goal for the events is to
provide a social environment in which
students enjoy themselves while expe
riencing personal growth.
The lectures are mostly educational,
but the concerts are meant to be social
events where students can have fun
and interact with other students.
Because not all students have the
same taste in music or the same politi
cal view the event staff faces the task
of deciding who the best guest for the
university is.

“I did want to see Tony Dungy
[coach for the Colts], but the concerts
and a lot of the other stuff were people
I had no interest in. I’ve never seen a
poll on what students actually want to
hear,” said senior Jarred Johnson.
Some Sacred Heart students call
for a poll to find out what they would
like to see.
“I think there should be a poll of
five artists so you can vote online for
who you want because no one would
return papers. The students, the ones
that actually go to these events, should
have majority say in who will per
form,” said Johnson.

Students pick their
platforms and prepare
for the ‘eLECTION’
20 students lend their voices for educational online video
Kristine Duker

Staff Reporter
Lights, camera, action!
These words were heard on Sept.
18, by 20 Sacred Heart University stu
dents during a one-on-one interview
that discussed the political issues that
surround this year’s presidential elec
tion.
The issues at hand included the
environment, the economy, immigra
tion, health care and affirmative action.
The student’s answers are going to
be used as a joint effort between the
WWE and “Cable in the Classroom”
to help high school students learn more
about the political campaigns.
“At first it was intimidating, but
as the interview continued it became
more comfortable,” said junior Kelly
McKeown. “After awhile it just felt
like I was just having a conversation
with one of my friends.”
Cable in the Classroom is an edu
cation foundation of cable. They work
with other networks such as HBO,
CSPAN, and the History Channel to
get educational videos in the class
room.
“I guess I wanted to do it because I
felt like there were a lot of Democrats
doing this, and I wanted to give a
Republican view,” said senior Courtney
Weaver. “I am very partisan with my
politics and always willing to talk
about it.”
Cable in the Classroom will be
turning these student’s interviews into
two-minute segments j which teachers
can use to help their students learn
about the issues. The videos are going
to be posted on www,ciconline.org/
eLECTION. The interviews are going

- nart of aneducation game on
running for president.

“I think it’s a great idea to help
students get & jump start on learning
about politics and how people in their
generation feel about these important
issues,” said McKeown.
“eLECTION” will be a video game
in which students can run for president.
The game will help students learn how
to plan a political budget, and choose
issues that they want to plan their plat
form on.
According to Robin Scullin, pro
grammer and media relations director
for Cable in the Classroom, it was
very interesting to watch the students
answer the questions. She said that a
lot of the students answer questions
that went against the party that they
said they were aligned with.
“You have to listen carefully,” said
Scullin.
The WWE is working with Cable
in the Classroom to help get young
adults between the ages of 18-30 to
vote. “Smack Down Your Vote” is the
WWE’s outreach to get the youth of
America involved in the election.
Smack Down Your Vote is in its
eighth year, and is wants to get more
of the American youth out there and
voting. They will be hosting a debate
on their Web site between Senators
John McCain and Barack Obama in
which they will debate the issues that
are directly affecting the youth.
By working together. Cable in the
Classroom and the WWE hope to bring
more insight on these issues and pro
mote the importance of voting to a
larger group. By getting high school
students involved they will want to
vote when they reach the proper age.
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Student-run radio station hears major changes

...CONTINUED from page 1
sion and desk.
With the idea of professionalism and inten
tions to connect the students, the radio has added
a sonic phone also which makes it possible for
students to call during their favorite live show and
request a song or debate issues on air.
“I want the school to be connected through
WHRT, I’m excited we have so much going on and
the student DJs are very dedicated. I want people to
know the radio stations and have shows they tune
into on a regular basis,” said Prial.
Adding new gadgets to the booth was not the
only way the club members were going to make
changes to the station; they’ve also made new rules
and regulations for on air radio time. Prial took
the actual FCC regulations for broadcasting and
expanded them to fit the needs of the school.
“We have rules to follow now, we have guest
rules, we know we’re representative of SHU and
we intend to reflect well on the University” said
Prial.
The newly added rules are going to be neces
sary considering the station now has 24 new shows
that run Monday through Thursday from 7 p. m. to
1 a. m. Also, every weekday morning from 7 a.m.
to 9 a.m., “The morning show with Alex Zeller” is
on air and it features rock and talk radio.
“In the past it was just kids playing whatever
songs they wanted and usually only their friends
listened. We’re trying to highlight different genres
of music,” said Napolitano.
Prial’s radio show “Reckless Rock Radio” is
shared with Theresa Campbell. The two play their
favorite songs and then debate their tastes in music.
The Friday show schedule is almost completely
booked until 7 p.m. The shows will feature a vari
ety of genres and artists.
“[The DJs] are totally committed to whatever
of AbeHMiniiMwetyone is having fua
Students and listeners should expect big things out

of us this year. Our goal
is to make this one of
the bigger clubs on cam
pus” said Daly.
One of the newest
and exciting additions
to the schedule is the
“Countdown with Lacey
and Chris.”
“Tuesday afternoons
is our weekly count
down and students can
vote for their favorite
songs online,” said
Napolitano.
For students who
are off campus, you can
connect to SHUVPN
and stream the station
online; that way you
never have to miss out
The Spectrum/Zack Lane
on your favorite show.
The
newly
renovated
WHRT
radio
booth
is
visible
to
any
passersby
in the acaThe club made the station
as available as possible to
draw in listeners and connect students to
one another.
“I spend as much time as possible in the
studio because I’m so excited and I want
the station to be there for the whole student
body,” said Daly. “I’m very excited about
the new DJs and I’m looking forward to see
how we progress and develop together.”
Not only are the DJs creating and host
ing shows on the air, but they are also looking to help clubs host events.
“I want us to have a major presence not
just in the hallways, but at events through-

Correction from Sept. 18 issue;

out the year as well,” said Daly. “If a club
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happy to DJ it.’

One-woman-play tells story
of unknown historical figure
Mike Randa
Staff Reporter
Sacred Heart University was full
of historic life on Monday Sept. 22.
East Haddam Stage Company’s
original performance of “They Called
Me Lizzy; from Slavery to the White
House.”
The one hour performance took
place at 3:30 p.m. in the Edgerton
Center for the Performing Arts and
revolved around the life of Elizabeth
“Lizzy” Keckly, an African American
slave who purchased her freedom
and eventually made it to Washington
D.C. where her dressmaking skills and
entrepreneurial savvy landed her a
position as Mary Todd Lincoln’s per
sonal stylist.
This one-woman show stars
Tammy Richardson and is currently
on tour.
Based on information found on
East Haddam Stage Company’s Web
site, Kandie Carle, Artistic Director,
Playright, and Director of the play said
the performance has been a long time
coming.
“About six years ago I saw a clip
in an American Girls collection about
the dress maker Elizabeth Keckly,”
said Carle. “I wasn’t at all familiar
with her, and quickly found myself
compelled by the story of an African

In the article ‘‘The rise of
Russell Brand,” Manny Santiago
was not properly credited as the
reporter.
Also, the WSHU photos
should have been credited to

Voted Best in
Fairfield Countv 2005,2006 & 2007

Look Great
in a
Hollywood Tan

American slave becoming the stylist
for Mary Todd Lincoln.
Carle began researching her life
and was disappointed to realize that
she is relatively unknown.
“I knew right there and then I
had to create a program about her
life,” said Carle.
Carle feels like Lizzy’s story is
one that deserves more attention than
the history books gave her.
“Her story is so important
because it is a part of Lincoln’s
life that has been completely over
looked. This is a woman who went
from a slave, being told to never
show her emotions, to sitting in on
some of President Lincoln’s niost
private conversations. Her influence
has never been told,” said Carle.
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——— News —--Back to the future: Time capsule celebrates 45 years
Brittany Barbarise
Staff Reporter

In celebration of the past 45 years
of Sacred Heart University, a time
capsule that will remain sealed for 55
years will be placed in the wall of the
new chapel upon completion.
“The items in the time capsule rep
resent the school over the past 45 years
of existence,” said senior Matt Telvi,
student body president.
The university’s community gath
ered together at the William H. Pitt
Health and Recreation Center for a
ceremony in which the capsule was
blessed in preparation for placement in
the chapel. Students, faculty, staff, and
community members were all intro
duced to die time capsule during this
mass.
During the ceremony at the Pitt
Center, Monsignor Kevin W. Wallin,
of Bridgeport’s Cathedral Parish of St.
Augustine and member of the univer
sity’s Board of Trustees, was there to
celebrate along with Dr. Cemera, pres
ident of Sacred Heart. Cemera gave a
speech to welcome and introduce the
capsule at the ceremony.
The time capsule, about the size
of a small safe deposit box, contains
items that will remind future genera
tions at Sacred Heart of the faith and
traditions shared at the university in
the
II
Some of the items included in the

capsule are the hymnal and other books
of prayer, including Sacred Heart’s
own “Prayers from the Heart” book.
A few issues of the Spectmm
newspaper were added also, including
the issue of John McCain’s visit to the
university, a very important event that
occurred on campus during the 2008
election year.
Also included in the capsule are
pictures taken from service projects
that students took place in on campus.
Because the capsule is being place
in the new chapel, the work and history
behind the chapel will be placed into it.
A ONE campaign bracelet along with
a book written by Dr. Cemera are also
items that will be put into the capsule.
The capsule will also contain a com
memoration of the many ways that
Sacred Heart has helped the local com
munity for the past 45 years.
The time capsule is not yet sealed.
There are a few more items that need
to be placed in. Some of the works
of former president of Sacred Heart,
Walter Curtis, will be added as well.
The capsule was presented on behalf
of the university and local community
by senior and student body president
Matt Telvi.
“What an exciting time to finally
have a standalone chapel. Sacred Heart
has given off a catholic intellectual
tradition over the years. Sacred Heart
is continuing our mission by judging
people on what they accomplish in life,
not by what they are appeared to be

like,” said Telvi
On Sept.
11 1963, Sacred
Heart opened
its doors for
the first time
as a commuter
school with only
about 100 stu
dents.
Now, 45 years
later, the univer
sity has become
one of Princeton
Review’s
top
colleges with
over 4,000 stu
dents and more
than seven on
and off-campus
residence halls.
Sacred Heart University/Robert J. Trenske
The time capsule
From left, Student Government President Matt Telvi presents
is what is going
the Chapel time capsule to Monsignor Kevin Wallin so that
to show future
it could be blessed during the Mass of the Holy Spirit at the
generations
William H. Pitt Center.
just how far the
university has
Sacred Heart opened the Boston Celtics
come.
brought
the Los Angeles Lakers to the
The new chapel is only the first step
play
offs
which has also happened
to expanding Sacred Heart’s campus.
“It is a sign of not only of what is once again this past year.
In the year 2063, everyone will
happening today at the university but
in addition to when we were founded,” gather at the new chapel, where there
said campus Minister for education will be a celebration of opening the
time capsule that has been sealed into
and spiritual life, Sarah Heiman.
Telvi pointed out in his speech that the wall. The year 2063 will also mark
in 1963 our country was at war and the 100th anniversary of Sacred Heart
now 45 years later at war again. When University.
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-- Perspectives --SHU students reach out to the community
Opportunities presented to those seeking involvement in local activites

Elise Silverstone

Staff Reporter
Are you someone who wants to
become more involved in your com
munity? Do you wonder how you can
play a part in helping out both on and
off campus?
Sacred Heart University offers a
variety of ways for students to become
more involved. Organizations such as
Community Connections and Habitat
for Humanity as well as Greek Life
contribute to helping the surrounding
community.
“The school is really flexible with
how many hours a student can vol
unteer,” said junior Kerri Doherty.
“Community service is something that
everyone should participate in at some
point.”
Offered to incoming freshmen.
Community Connections is a week
long orientation program run by seniors
and staff members in which students
serve food in soup kitchens, work
with Habitat for Humanity, and inter
act with students attending Bridgeport
public schools.
As a result of this program, not
only are students bringing Jheir help
to the community, but they are also
learning in the process. While in the
community, students have the chance
to legrp
issues such as
poverty, racism and immigration.
“Learning does happen outside of

the classroom,” said coordinator of
volunteer programs Dawn Doucette.
“As part of the Catholic tradition, it is
important to help people. So not only
is it an educational experience, but it
is also morally rewarding.”
Another way that students can
become involved is through Greek
Life. There are a total of 10 fraternities
and sororities at Sacred Heart. Each of
them plays a different role in lending a
hand around the area.
Kappa Phi is a sorority that prides
itself on helping the underprivileged in
the greater Bridgeport area. Part of the
group’s service acts requires them to
help children at local elementary and
middle schools.
Playing games and reading with
kids are simple acts that go a long
way.
“It’s a lot of fun,” said sopho
more and Kappa Phi member Kristina
Drobenko. “It’s nice to know that we
can help out people who are less fortu
nate than we are.”
Every year for Halloween, mem
bers of the sorority also take under
privileged children in the area trick
-or-treating around dorms and sur
rounding neighborhoods.
Fraternities are also involved in
the commimity. According to Alpha
Sigma Psi’s Web site, the fraterni
ty’s main objective is to “improve
the domestic "conimunity of inner-city
Bridgeport.” Their focus is on issues
like poverty and child abuse, and their

goal for the future involves helping
with other issues within Bridgeport.
Not only does the fraternity help at
soup kitchens and participate in char
ity walks, but they are also involved
with another volunteer program called
Sunshine Kids. During the week,
the kids, ages 5-13, are brought onto
Sacred Heart’s campus. They spend
time in dorm rooms, eat in the cafete
ria, and get a small taste of what col
lege life is like.
Habitat for Humanity is another
organization that allows students to
work with and give back to their com
mimity.
“Habitat is a great thing,” said
Kevin Medeiros, the organization’s
treasurer, “because it gives hard-work
ing families homes who really deserve
them.”
Both the Sacred Heart and the
Coastal Fairfield County Habitat chap
ters work together to raise money. The
objective is to eliminate substandard
and poverty housing in Bridgeport and
surrounding communities. Participating
students are sometimes sent to work
on houses during the week and on
Saturdays.
This past weekend. Habitat for
Humanity had their annual Sleep-Out.
During this event, members sleep
on Flik’s outdoor patio in order to
raise money for the Habitat of Coastal
Fairfield County. Students ask family,
friends, and faculty to pledge money
towards the cause.
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This year, the goal is to raise
$2500. Former director of service
learning and community service Phyllis
Machledt has promised to match the
exact amount of money (up to $2500)
that Habitat for Humanity raises for
Coastal Fairfield.
The organization doesn’t just
help local communities. Each spring.
Habitat for Humanity gives students
the option to take an “Alternative
Spring Break.” In previous years.
Sacred Heart students have volun
teered in Texas, Mississippi, North
Carolina and Arizona.
“This past year, we sent over 80
students to four different locations for
spring break,” said Medeiros. “We are
doing that again this year and we are
also looking to possibly expand the
amoimt of students and locations.”
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‘Entourage.’”
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Vegetarian
restaurant
dishes out a
unique dining
experience
Allie Pohevitz
Staff Columnist
Eating vegetarian may not
be something that sounds all that
appealing to you. Eating vegan might
seem even worse.
But at Bloodroot in Bridgeport, I
think they just may be able to change
your mind.
On the restaurant’s Web site.
Bloodroot states that they are “a femi
nist restaurant and bookstore with a
seasonal vegetarian menu.”
Weird? I thought so too. But they
truly are just that.
The walls are cluttered with pho
tographs of women, mostly antique
looking pictures, along with many
awards and notations the restaurant
has received from their 31 years in
business.
On the other side is a very small
bookstore featuring two cookbooks
by the owners of Bloodroot. Both are
complete with tips and recipes for
vegetarian dining.
Located at 85 Ferris Street, the
restaurant offers both lunch and din-

also be the person you pay before you
leave.
Once you have placed your order
with the woman at the desk, you then
bring your order up to the cooks.
When your order is ready, your
name will be called and you are pre
sented with a tray, which you must
then bring to the table yourself.
This is clearly no ordinary eatery.
Largely following the “do it yourself’
idea, you are also expected to bus
your own table before you leave.
While this may not seem like
something that you would be comfort
able with, the small staff is always
there to help if you need anything at
all.
The menu at Bloodroot varies
daily, but there is a wide selection of
omelets, sandwiches, soups, salads,
breads and desserts.
Basically all are vegetarian, and,
when requested, many can be cooked
vegan.
Bloodroot also makes food to-go,
but they do not take orders over the
phone.
Since the menu changes so fre
quently based on what is in season,

IS being offered before making your
final selection.
The prices are also very reason
able for food that is of a much better
quality. For the most part, meals are
no more than what a typical dinner
would cost somewhere else.
For those that are over 21, there
is also a surprisingly large wine list,
along with a few types of specialty
beers.
Some of these beverages are actu
ally organic along with many of the
dishes on the menu.
Still not sold?
Bloodroot also offers
unique classes such as
weaving, knitting, and
spinning. The classes
generally meet Sunday
afternoons and tend to
fill up fast.
While this may not
be the place a typical
college student likes to
hang out, it is well worth
a visit.
Overall, the atmo
sphere is peaceful and
The Spectrum/Ines Cenatiempo
offers a nice break from
Bloodroot, located on 85 Ferris Street, is both
the typical restaurants we
a bookstore and a vegetarian restaurant in the
are all so used to. I would
city of Bridgeport.
definitely go again.

Sunday a nice quiet brunch. The hours
are short however, usually running
daily from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.,
and then again from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
The small, humble restaurant is
located right on the water with about
seven tables outside and another 15
inside.
The seating and ordering system
is very particular, and unlike any I’ve
ever experienced.
When you walk in, you place your
order with a woman seated behind
a desk from the large menu that is
written out on a chalkboard. She will
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He Said/ She Said...
Once a cheater always a cheater?

Brian Germain
He said

Amanda Altieri
She said

Cheating is an issue of respect.
To have the audacity to betray a sig
nificant other in an act of adultery can
be summed up as a complete lack of
respect. There is no excuse for some
thing so heinous.
One cannot be redeemed with
excuses of tripping and falling on
someone else’s lips. Cheating is a
chronic character flaw. It is an issue
that doesn’t just occur once, but
plagues a person forever.
Once the choice is made to be
unfaithful, a pe’rson makes the deci
sion that trust and respect are not pri
mary concerns. While infidelity may
not always be premeditated, it is still
always inexcusable.
Cheating is like a disease. It is an
illness that seeps into your soul and
usually becomes fatal. Even if a per
son doesn’t get caught by the one he
is officially dating, his conscience will
always catch up with him in the end.
Though I’m not offering a defense
for cheaters, I will say I think the only
cure is true love.
Once a person finds the one who
makes his life complete, there is abso

Cheaters. Is it possible for them to
be one-time offenders and wipe cheat
ing off of their relationship records?
Or is cheating something that a person
will do consistently?
■
I’d like to think that it could be
a mistake someone makes once and
learns never to do again. But this isn’t ■
always the case.
'
While young and in school, nei’
ther men nor women know exactly
what they want out of a relationship. ’
It is in the midst of this confusion that
cheating can happen.
I’m not alone when I say that
’
there’s no excuse for cheating. Still, 9
many agree that more often than not,
cheating happens.
’
Some cheaters will blame their
poor choices on drinking or peer pres- P
sure’. If they get away with this excuse the first time it happened, more than
likely it will be used again should
cheating reoccur.
One-time offenders who fess up
to their mistakes and learn from them
are difficult to generalize. We’d all
'
like to think that it will never happen >'
again. In this respect, it depends on

lutely no reason left to play the field

tVie person and. tVve svtnalVon.

find the one who makes the sun shine
in your life and the cold nights seem
warm, you will understand there is no
reason to stray.
Everybody has a true love in the
world. No matter how lost, empty,
alone, or angry you may feel with a
current companion, that doesn’t give
you the right to stomp on peoples’
feelings, especially with infidelity.
Likewise, you should not put up
with those who stomp on feelings and
break hearts with complete disregard
for your personal well-being.
Commit to the one you are dat
ing and refrain from being seduced
by those you are not. Even if your
feelings are changing, at least have
the decency to break things off with
the significant other before you make
a decision that can flip their world
upside down.
The more I grow, the more
I realize how life always rests on
basic rules I learned as a child. A
simple ‘think before you act’ would be
enough to deter most people from the
awful act of cheating.
But just for fun, lets cite the
golden rule that transcends time and
endures as our life’s primary principle:
‘Do unto others’ as you would have
others do unto you.’

on
partners regularly, I think that it is a *
part of their personality that will not
be changed without a drastic occur
rence. Those who fit this description
clearly do not see that their behavior
is wrong. Sooner or later, I hope, they
will get caught and realize it is unac
ceptable.
Being in a relationship and find
ing out you have been cheated on is
devastating. Since so much of a rela
tionship is built on trust, once cheat
ing has happened, it is hard to build
that trust again. It ruins not only your
romantic relationship with that person,
but your friendship with him as well.
One night of fun with someone
who doesn’t hold any importance to
you just isn’t worth it.
For those being cheated on, you
need to realize that you are too good
to be treated like that. No guy is
worth your time if he is out cheating
on you with others.
The bottom line is that before
you cheat on someone, stop and think
about all the bad that would come
of it and how hurt the other person
would feel. Most people say, “once a
cheater always a cheater,” so beware:
bad choices will give you a bad repu
tation, and no one wants to be known
as a cheater.

Entertainment
Beatles legend hit with death threats
Paul McCartney under pressure to back out offirst Israel show
Katie Conigliaro
Staff Reporter
Music legend Paul McCartney
is set to play in Tel Aviv, Israel Sept.
25.
McCartney’s Friendship First
Concert is the artist’s first perfor
mance in Israel, since his original
band, the Beatles, were banned from
performing there 43 years ago. The
country feared the band would cor
rupt the nation’s youth.
According to www.paulmccartney.com, he is excited about his first
time performing in Israel after two
prior attempts to play there.
“I’ve heard so many great
things about Tel Aviv and Israel, but
hearing is one thing and experienc
ing it for yourself is another,” said
McCartney.
While the concert may be a
personal
accomplishment
for
McCartney, it also gives rise to dan
ger. According to the Daily Express,
a popular publication in the UK,
McCartney has been threatened that
he would be a target to suicide bomb
ers.
Muslim Fundamentalist speaker

dation originated, said that the per
former is “making more enemies
than friends,” according to Foxnews,
com.
“He should go on with the show,”
said senior Greg Trutner. “It’s not so
much a political statement because it
is just an influx of culture.”
Other students expressed a dif
ferent opinion and showed concern
for the star.
“McCartney should take careful
thought of how much his message is
worth his life,” said middle eastern
studies instructor Kimya Knecht.
Some artists who have canceled
concerts in Israel include Leofiard
Cohen, Bjork, Snoop Dogg and
Madonna.
Israel is not the only coun
try that has created concern for
stars. According to Reuters, singer
Beyonce Knowles has encountered
issues with performing in Malaysia.
Rather than comply with the regula
tions set by the country, Knowles
decided to cancel the concert. Avril
Lavigne and Christina Aguilera also
cancelled shows set to perform in the
country.
The New York Times reported

formed in Malaysia last August.
“Her perfomiance and her attire are
not suitable for our culture,” said
The National Union of Malaysian
Muslim Students who had protested
the concert.
The New York Times noted that
the show went on, but with restric
tions on what could be worn and
what messages could not be present
ed. The artist had to wear attire that
covered her body from neck to knees
and there could not be jumping on
stage or any references to drugs.
Despite the fact that much oppo
sition and controversy exists within
these nations as musicians attempt to
perform, their music remains popular
amongst the people. So, it is no sur
prise that artists such as McCartney
and Stefani are willing to go to
extreme lengths to perform in these
areas out of loyalty to their fans.
“It’s worth noting that while
the 1965 concert was canceled, the
Beatles were, nevertheless, widely
popular in Israel. Their music circu
lated in English as well as in Hebrew
translations recorded by local art
ists,” said alumnus Jason GubermanPfeffer.
Photo courtesy of www.ticketnews.com
rM-..
....
McCartney, recently in concert, hopes to play in Israel.

problems with a concert she per

The digital revolution: iTunes delivers and CDs flop
/i.v record sales continue to hit new lows, downloading keeps flourishing
Andrew McCoy
Staff Reporter
Never thought you’d see the day
where that N’SYNC album Of yours
would be considered an antique? With
the rise of music downloads and depleting
record sales, that day might come sooner
than you think.
America had its first introduction to
this musical revolution in 1999 with the
introduction of Napster. The peer-to-peer
file sharing program allowed users to
upload, share, and download any music
illegally.
Following Napster, more ille
gal downloading programs sprung up,
prompting millions of users to jump onto
the digital music bandwagon.
After multiple copyright infringe
ment lawsuits filed by the R.I.A.A.,
Napster was forced to shut down. This
brought to life a generation of subscrip
tion sites which would come to define the
new age of the music business.
Partnered with it’s booming product
the iPod (which has sold over 150 thou
sands models since their release, in 2001)
iTunes has come to play a major role in
the new age in music.
Started as an attempt to prevent ille
gal downloading, iTunes was the first of
its kind to offer the sale of music digitally
for a set price.
Rather than the average $15 to $20
price tag at most music stores, iTunes
offers albums for $9 to $12 with the

option of buying a single song for 99
cents.
“What made iTunes so enticing, I
think, was that I wasn’t forced to buy an
entire album if I wanted one obscure track
off the album,” said junior Chris Carr.
iTunes marked the beginning of the
digital age as more people began signing
up for the service, and as companies like
Napster started subscription services as
well.
According to RollingStone.com,
record sales in the last quarter are down
17 percent from the past year. Music
sales posted by digital music giant iTunes
though, according to FOXNews.com,
neared a 27 percent increase in sales,
bringing their revenue to $808 million.
This marks the first time in history
in which CD retailers have been outsold,
which could be an image of the near
future. The truth is, people are just not'
buying music from the retailers like they
used to. Rolling Stone noted in 2000
that consumers purchased 785.1 million,
whereas in 2007 the number was a stag
gering 588.2 sold.
As sales drop, businesses are suf
fering. In 2007, 27 hundred music shops
were forced to shut down, and the record
label EMI was reportedly forced to lay
off some 400 employees, according to the
Wall Street Journal.
Labels are being forced to put their
hands in the pockets of artists more than
they ever have in the past. “The music
business has just become a bunch of

crooks,” said junior John letto. “All they
care about is the money. There’s no love
left.”
Music artists are reacting. Many have
dropped their major labels because, as
Wired.com said, “if you have enough on the
radar to attract the attention of a inajor, then
you really don’t need them.” Radiohead
became the first band to pioneer this idea
by digitally self-releasing their 2007 album.
In Rainbows, accompanied by a “pay-whatyou-want” price tag with a minimum price
of $3 to cover studio expenses.
Fans were able to name the price they
wished to pay rather than paying a set

amount. Because the release is handled
by the artists themselves and consists of
a download rather than an actual compact
disc, the artists are only paying the mini
mum studio and publishing fees and forego
ing the manufacturing costs—thus gaining
them more money than if they had released
the album under a label.
“I think more and more artists will fol
low. Everything is digital today, it makes
sense to use that to their advantage and
make as much money as they can doing it,”
said junior Mark Uyeno.

Photo courtesy of www.cultofmac.com

iDuies makes millions of songs available to download at 99 cents each.
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Music videos: a thing of the past ‘Idol’ not
Manny Santiago
Staff Reporter
Over the years, MTV, has become
a powerhouse for reality television. But,
with these new shows, the network has had
to hold off on the music videos for which
the channel was ultimately started.
Other than its famous “Total Request
Live” (which is soon to be off the air
according to its executive producer Dave
Sirulnick in a recent E! Online article),
the only other place where MTV plays
full music videos or even music perfor
mances are on the Video Music Awards
and FNMTV.
According to the Museum of Broadcast
Communications, MTV started on Aug 1,
1981. The first segment aired on the sta
tion was “Video Killed the Radio Star,” a
music video by The Buggies.
“I used to like watching music videos
on MTV when I was in high school. Now
it’s just full of reality shows that have
similar storylines,” said senior Brittney
Pressley.
Recently, “TRL” has decreased the
amount of music on its program. Videos
are no longer played in full and guests do
more talking than ever before.
“It’s horrible. They are getting rid of
‘TRL,’ which only played 30 second clips
of the videos anyways,” said junior Rachel
Wagner.
With the end of “TRL” coming in
Nov., according to Sirulnick, it will be
the end of an era that began in 1998. Its
original host, Carson Daily, introduced the
music video countdown to viewers.
Performers such as N’Sync, Christina

Aguilera, and Britney Spears helped start
their careers with “TRL” by becoming No.
1 on the countdown.
Before the “TRL” era, MTV had
many other shows dedicated to playing
different genres of music. Although some
had storylines or included interviews and
news, they still showed music videos over
anything else.
“YO! MTV Raps” was one of the ear
lier shows that was created to specifically
play rap videos. Along with music videos,
they also brought in the artists and talked
to them about their new videos and CDs
while still keeping the music the main
focus.
MTV even created an animated show
that brought in a huge fan base and still
made sure that music was first priority,
“Beavis and Butt-Head” brought viewers

two animated guys who would sit on the
couch in their home and watch videos,
commenting on them the whole time.
What is being shown now on MTV?
The network has brought in many reality
shows and game shows that take up most
of their programming schedule.
The earlier successful reality shpws
that MTV launched were “Real World”
and “Road Rules.” These programs put
random people together to live with one
other in either a house in a specific city or
in an R.V. In both shows, there are differ
ent challenges that the roommates have to
complete throughout the season.
While many tune into the multiple
reality shows currently airing, people miss
the music. “That’s what MTV was established as, originally. A music channel,”
said Pressley.

Fhoto courtesy ot www.wiJcimedia.org

Outside of the famous “Total Request Live” window in New York’s Times Square.

The death of originality
In recent years, Hollywood repeats itself more and more
Michael Squitieri

It seems that Hollywood would like
to
think
that if a film idea is not broken,
Staff Reporter
it shouldn’t be fixed. This could be their
If you have been to the movies recently, reasoning for creating so many sequels to
you may have noticed something familiar successful originals. But maybe it’s just
about what you were viewing. Hollywood that there are no good new ideas out there
has been remaking similar movies at an right now.
“I think that Hollywood feels that,
alarming speed.
maybe
since the first movies were so good,
One of the most successful sequels this
the
second
ones will make as much money
year was “The Dark Knight”. Some of last
also,
”
said
junior Jamie Travers. “They
summer’s films that are set to have sequels
are
all
just
trying
to make money when it
made in the near future are “Iron Man,”
comes
down
to
it.
That is why they will
“Sex and the City,” and “The Strangers.”
continue
to
make
sequels.
”
All of these movies made big money in the
The
horror
genre
especially
seems to
summer, but will their sequels share the
be
constantly
coming
out
with
sequels.
success of the originals?
A few remakes that are
coming out this year and
nex.t are “The Birds,”
“A Nightmare on Elm
Street,” and “Friday
the 13th.” These are
all films that were very
popular when they were
first released.
“The Birds” is one
of the most famous hor
ror films of all time and
was directed by Alfred
Hitchcock. “I feel that
nothing can top the orig
inal film ‘The Birds.’ It
Photo courtesy of www.photobucket.com
was one of Hitchcock’s
Vin Diesel and Paul Walker star in “The Fast and the
most
famous movies
Furious.”

and I don’t think anyone could do it better
then him,” said junior Philip Riggio.
What do Sacred Heart students feel
about all of these remakes for film and
television?
“They are never as good as the origi
nals. They can’t remake something that
was already perfect to start with,” said
junior James Edwards.
But not all of Sacred Heart feels like
remakes cannot be as good as originals.
“If they get the right actors and the script
is good, then I think the movies will do
great,” said junior Mike Drowne.
Hollywood has become famous for
reusing the same plots over and over again,
especially in the world of movies today.
The studios make high budget movies and
always intend for there to be a sequel, or
even a part three if the first does well.
Movie franchises such as “Batman,”
“Spiderman,” “Pirates of the Caribbean,”
and “Lord of the Rings” have done very
well with multiple releases. “Batman’s”
Christian Bale will even be starring in a
new franchise of “Terminator” movies
coming out in the near future.
So the next time that you sit in a
movie theater, just remember to tell your
self that this movie you’re watching is
indeed one you have seen before, or at
least the sequel to it—and you’re not just
losing your mind.

synonymous
with success

Singing careers do
not always flourish
post-'American IdoV
Jared Faircloth
Staff Reporter
Every year millions of viewers turn
to the Fox television network to see who
will be the next American Idol. Thousands
of contestants face the wrath of judges
Randy, Simon, and Paula until 24 finalists
are chosen.
The American population then votes
until one is chosen as the next hopeful
music superstar, but many recent idol win
ners have had limited singing career suc
cess after the show.
“Today” co-host Hoda Kotb, in
an interview for Dateline, said, “Kelly
Clarkson was the first ‘American Idol’,
and still the show’s biggest success. In
fact, her second album has just gone
double platinum.”
Clarkson has had a successful career
winning two Grammy Awards, four
American Music Awards, and 12 Billboard
Music Awards. Her newest album. My
December, has sold over two million cop
ies worldwide.
Season four winner Carrie Underwood
has become a multi-platinum country
recording artist. Her latest album. Carnival
Ride, debuted on the Billboard 200 Charts
at No. 1 selling 527 thousands copies.
in some Cases, thopgh, the losers of
“American Idol” are more successful than
the winners. A report by ABC News said
that “Taylor Hicks may have won the title
in the fifth season of ‘American Idol,’ but
he’s currently being upstaged by ‘Idol’
loser Chris Daughtry.”
“Hicks’ album has sold 700,000 cop
ies, while Daughtry’s self-titled album has
sold more than 2.4 million copies,” the
report said.
J Records released Hicks and season
two winner Ruben Studdard from their
management shortly after the releases of
their records.
Hicks now stars in the revival of
the musical “Grease,” joining other
“Idol” contestants who have found suc
cess on Broadway. Season two runner-up
Clay Aiken now stars as Sir Robin in
“Spanialot.”
Margo Lion, producer of “Hairspray,”
said, “‘American Idol’ contestants have
helped Broadway up its ‘hip factor’ to
attract a younger generation of theatergo
ers.”
Regardless of the “Idol” contestants’
hip factor, it remains true that these former
successes each tried their hands at releas
ing albums—and each subsequently turned
to other genres of performing after experi
encing little luck in the music industry.
Jennifer Hudson, from “American
Idol” season three, has tried not to focus
on straight singing and instead starred in
the film “Dreamgirls” in 2006. The movie
grossed more than $103 million in the box
office and was nominated for eight acad
emy awards. Clearly, Hudson has been
better onscreen than in the radio studio.
When it comes to “American Idol”
contestants, it seems that—with few
exceptions—the fewer albums released,
the more success they have.

—Features
In the Spotlight: Shining senior Kaitlin McNally
Patrick Bonner
Staff Reporter
When senior Kaitlin McNally is not in class, she can
be found tucked away in her office, typing up flyers for
the senior pub nights hosted on campus by student gov
ernment. With a pub night coming up, the co-chair finds
herself busy with plans and preparations.
“I can’t help but being consumed by it, when I have
something to do I put all my time into it,” said McNally.
Her positions in the sorority Phi Omega Tau help
illustrate the service oriented type of person she is.
Acting as the treasurer and the “Pledge Mom,” she
actively uses what she is learning as an economics major
and continues to be a support outlet for the new pledges
of the sorority.
“I love my jobs and I’m looking forward to being a
‘Big Sister’.”
McNally’s commitment to serve is noticed by other
members of the community.
“Kaitlin is the most giving person I know. She is
always helping others, whether it i.s a community service
project, student government or her friends,” said senior
Monica Veale.
“Kaitlin is not only dedicated to her friends, but to
serving her community as well,” said senior Kimberly
Grammas, “She is a friend I know I will have for a life
time and I truly admire her positive attitude, honesty and
determination.”
Family plays a large role in McNally’.s life. When
talking about her inspiration for her enthusiastic work
ethic, McNally gives credit to her family.
“My parents are [my inspiration], they are selfless
VMTrt'oiriT-Vipg

McNally,-
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Kaitlin McNally is a true asset to SHU.
Heart community. When she isn’t working hard for the
students she is working-as a student for the outside com
munity.
McNally has been on four Habitat for Humanity
trips.
“Volunteer work has changed my views, it inspires
you,” said McNally. “It built my desire to help people.”
She describes Habitat as an unmatched experience
where you can meet “awesome people.”
After going on the Habitat trips, it seemed logical for
her to join the Habitat for Humanity club on campus.
Even in the summer, McNally kept busy as an.intern
at Enterprise Rent-A-Car, where she was able to put into
practice what she had learned in her Business classes.
“I really liked working there,” said McNally, “every-

be like « one who worked there was sb supportive.”

that and my grandparents, actually, my whole family has
been awesome.”
McNally is active on the Sacred Heart campus, but
does not limit her talents and service to just the Sacred

Under the guidance of Dawn Doucette, the head of
the volunteer’s office, McNally often spends her time in
the office, which was formally the service learning office.

helping with paper work and admi»
ive office work.
SinceAlhe change from the
aming to the
volunicaer's
has'been a !■!■ .u ttvii^>tQj<eep
McNalls' busy.
for her pt>siti\ e .ntimde.! rely bn
d
can coum^ her to do her job.' said I'Jouc
With her studies as an economics m^or and, her
summer work at Enterprise, MiX.illy.fs cultivating her.
skills to eventually work for a non-profit organization, her
dream job.
Before entering tl
, however, McNally
plans on doing more<
She took advanta^ of tlie sUiBy abroad program at
Sacred Heart, traveling to RoiSTnd Ireland.
Although she found Ireland nice, she feels that her
“heart is still in Rome.”
Since being exposed to traveling, she sees herself
continuing her voyages after college. McNally’s next stop
is Eastern Europe.
McNally’s attitude and dedication are evident in the
activities she takes part in and the volunteer work she
does.
Offering some last words of advice, “Get involved in
anything and everything,” said McNally.

Doyon know someone who
deserves to be
“In the Spotlight?^"

If so, email Samantha Selvaggio at
selvaggios@sacredheart.edu or
luihana Brittis at britti.sj@.sacredlicart.eduj

Explain why they are spotlight worthy and
I hey may be J'eatiired in our next issue!

Obama,
McCain,
Jesus?
yVhy Sacred Heart wants Jesus for president
Kyle Bush
StaffReporter
Choosing between Barack Obama and John McCain
in the presidential race this November seems like a hard
decision.
But what if Jesus was thrown into the race to the
White House?
This semester. Sacred Heart University is offering a
new course, “Jesus for president?” taught by Dr. Brian
Stiltner.
'“Jesus for president?’ is about the role religion has
played in many presidential elections, especially the more
recent ones,” said junior Brendan Rickert.
The course studies the power of faith in politics from
the Kennedy era to the current election.
“Religion has long been a feature of American
politics, if anything its influences are going to grow in the
future,” said Stiltner.
•Although voters vary in their religious denomina
tions, one of the qualities looked at in a presidential nomi
nee includes religious beliefs.
“I think the voters of this country need someone with
strong religious beliefs because they think.that person will
be a solid leader,” said junior Jaron Dalbeck.
Sacred Heart has offered classes that have discussed
religion in correlation to politics, but this is the first
course that is completely designed for the sole study of
the subject.
“The class is very interesting and a real eye-opener to
how much of a role religion does play, in our political

system,” said Rickert.
The course takes a look at how voters would feel
about people from different religious backgrounds beings
president.
“I want students to be able to think more critically
when they hear politicians using religious speech,” said
Stiltner.
The class looks back to the Kennedy administration
where the issue of the presidential candidate’s religion
was becoming a problem for many voters.
“A president’s religion hasn’t been talked about since
Kennedy,” said Dalbeck. “He was different because he
was Catholic and it almost changed people’s mind about
him.”
The course discusses how the American people may
enjoy a president with strong religious values because it
could mean that he also possesses strong morals.
“The American population wants to find a healthy
connection between their religious identity and how they
act politically,” said Stiltner.
Besides addressing the topic of the views of citizens,
how politicians use their religion as a way to gather sup
port from Americans is investigated.
“The candidate’s morals and beliefs are definitely
an important factor for me in choosing a president,” said
junior Michelle Lord. “I want a president who has good
morals and a good faith because the decisions he makes
are based off of these values.”
With the 2008 election getting closer, students are
beginning to take a deeper look at politics, including all
of the outside elements that affect it.

“We’re going to look, at this year’s election and look
at how big a deal religion is going to be. I think it’s defi
nitely going to make a difference,” said Dalbeck.
With such controversial topics as religion and politics
being discussed, many different debates will arise.
“The beliefs of the candidates carries into issues such
as gay rnarnage and abortion so their religious views are
directly connected to their political stance on such issues,”
said Lord.
Students less knowledgeable in every aspect of this
year’s campaign can expect to gain more information and
a better understanding of what this presidential elections
entails.
“I know very little about either topic so it’s definitely
a struggle for me, but the reason I took this class was so
that I could become more informed,” said Lord.
“It’s important for voters to be well informed about
not only the candidate’s political platforms, but their personal beliefs as well,” she said.

The Spectrum/Kyle Bush

Professor Stiltner enlightens students about reli
gion in politics:
i i r
,
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Extracurricular or extra-stressful?
SHU students give time-management a whole new meaning
Angela Salerno

it. I’d be lost.”
Even with orga
nization being a key
part in managing a
Whether hidden in a study room at the
student’s, everyday
library or sitting with headphones on in the
life, there are also
mahogany room, you can be sure to find a
times when students
pile of books stacked on a table and a stu
need to take a step
dent’s face glued to a computer screen.
back and weigh out
In the effort to keep up, Sacred Heart
their priorities.
University students have become masters
“Last year I was
of multi-tasking.
part of a Sacred Heart
Although completing weekly assign
The Spectrum/Kyle Bush sports team as well
ments is an accomplishment of its own,
as being a full-time
chances are the student has a list of other Student hits the books in mahogany room.
student,” said junior
obligations packed into their schedule as
Ariel Gasparre,
well.
“This year I had to find time to also get a part time
“I am a brother of Kappa Kappa Psi, a national
honorary band fraternity where I serve as an officer, a job, which unfortunately resulted in me having to leave
member of marching band, a singer in 4 Heart Harmony, the team at least for this semester.”
The amount of stress a hectic schedule can put on a
the concert choir and the liturgical choir, along with being
a Eucharistic minister for campus ministry,” said senior student can be the determining factor of what they should
continue and what they can live without.
Lauren Tilton.
“On just the first day of school I had all three things
More and more students seem to be getting involved
to do in one day. I was so overwhelmed at what I had to
in a wide range of interests on campus and off.
Being involved in so many different clubs and activi do that at the end of the day I knew either my job or my
ties can pack a student’s schedule from morning to night. position on the team had to go,” said Gasparre.
Some students find it necessary to have a job during
With a packed agenda filled with school assignments
and club meetings, how is it that students remain able to their college career in order to have some extra cash.
“Financially I could not go without having a job, I
involve themselves as much as they do?
“Organization,” said Tilton, “I have a calendar where needed to be able to make money,” said Gasparre.
One way to juggle the responsibilities of being a fullI write down everything so I don’t forget. I think without

Staff Reporter

time student and having a job is to work on campus.
Tying in both a job and school, senior John Young
finds being a staff member for campus operations helps
him Stay on track.
“Working on campus helps me have a better schedule.
I come to one place in order to learn and work, rather than
having to leave school to rush to my job,” said Young.
So how does a student who is balancing a schedule
containing school, work, sports and other extracurricular
activities keep from becoming too overwhelmed?
Being a full-time student and working two jobs,
junior Melissa Carmelitano sticks to the strategy that
works best for her.
“I try to incorporate my interests into the things I
commit myself to, but my best escape from being stressed
is my friends,” said Carmelitano.
Turning to friends may help relieve stress for some
students, while others feel being alone works best to clear
their minds.
“When I feel stressed or overwhelmed from every
thing that I do, I like to lay down with one of my favorite
books to help clear my mind.
“I also find working out helps relieve any stress
and anxiety that I may have from a long busy day,” said
Gasparre.
Even with schedules that may change daily, there are
students who find their busy lifestyles to be rewarding.
“I admit there are days when I am wicked busy, but I'
don’t think there is one thing I would want to drop.
“Everything that I belong to has added to my college
career and I wouldn’t change that,” said Tilton.

‘So you think you can dance?^
Boogie on down to^he Ballfoom Dance Club^
HEATWAVE TANNING STUDIO
1871 Black Rock Turnpike (In Shaw's Plaza)

Alex Moreno
Staff Reporter
The Ballroom Dance Club put on their dancing shoes and kicked off this past week.
The club, which has now been in existence for 10 years, teaches students the dance styles
of the tango, fox trot, swing and salsa.
Professional instructors from various dance studios teach the club which consists of
over 60 students.
,
Senior Alex DiGiorgi, president of the club, feels that ballroom dancing is a unique
form of culture that is now being presented to Sacred Heart University students.
“It’s a fun activity where you get the opportunity to meet a lot of new people and
everyone is very friendly,” said DiGiorgi.
Sophomore Stephanie Ene has participated in some of the dance lessons and finds
the classes to be productive, creative and unique.
“It’s nice to learn a new skill and a great place to go with friends,” said Ene.
Dance instructor Pamela Hullt finds ballroom dancing to be a great way to relax and
exercise. She started dancing at very young age and now teaches dance sessions for the
ballroom dance club at Sacred Heart.
“I’ve learned a lot about taking on leadership skills and responsibility since becom
ing a dance instructor,” said Hullt.
Frances Collazo who is the director of academic advisement as well as the advisor
for the club, is a ballroom dancer herself. She says that the popularity of the club has
grown throughout the years and has become quite popular.
“Because of television shows like “Dancing With the Stars” and the development of
ballroom dance clubs at other universities, students now have that availability to partici
pate in this activity more than they did in the past,” said Collazo.
Collazo said he feels that the club is a place where people can learn a new aerobic
skill.
“Students who feel that they are not very athletic can join the dance club and develop
a new athletic talent,” said Collazo.
Although he has not thought about participating in the club, junior Christ Lutz has
seen the ballroom dance club sessions while working out in the Pitt Center.
“From what I’ve seen it looks like a majority of the students in the class are girls. It
seems like they get a workout,” said Lutz.
The ballroom dance club also participates in many different events outside of Sacred
Heart. In the past, the dance club would hold residuals at a local Greek church where
students from other universities and Sacred Heart would attend
Though the dance club has already begun, new members are always welcome to
join. For additional information you can contact Frances Collazo by e-mail.
“After a long stressful day of classes, students can come and participate and release
some of that stress and calm down,” said Collazo.
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Sports
Weekend
Scoreboapd
Friday, September 19

W. Soccer
SHU-2

Siena-2

Field Hockey
SHU-O
Hofstra-2

W. Volleyball
SHU-3
Providence-2
—

Saturday, September 13
Football
SHU-44

Iona-24

W. Volleyball
Texa.s-Elpaso-2

SHU-3

Coppin State-0
SHU-3

M. Soccer

TR6 Sp^CTfUffl/SlfiVe Coppola

Sacred Heart running back Evin Jones (#3) rushes towards the end zone during the Pioneers’ 44-24 win against Iona

SHU-0
Yalc-0

Sunday, September 14

W. Soccer
SHU-1

Pioneers cruise past Iona
build first 3-0 start since ‘03

Albany-0

Field Hockey
SHU-l

Yale 6

Team
Records
Football- 3-0
M. Soccer- 1-4-1
W. Soccer- 1-7-1
W. Volleyball- 10-4
Field Hockey- 1-6

Steve Coppola
Staff Reporter

For most eyes watching the Sacred Heart
University Football team, it was deja vu after
opening the season 2-0 by beating up on lesser
opponents.
Last seasons trip to New Rochelle to face
the Iona Gaels, the Pioneers stumbled and fell
getting blown out 34-10. A similar fate was
not to be repeated this season as the Pioneers
blew out the Gaels 44-24 and extended their
season-opening winning streak to three.
“Last year we were evenly matched and
we turned the ball over and they were the bet
ter team,” said head coach Paul Gorham. “This
year we were the better team.”
Sacred Heart was able to get on the score
board first early in the opening quarter. After
a defensive stop, the Gaels were forced to punt
from deep in their own territory. Sophomore
wide receiver Tony Patterson broke through
the line and blocked the Gaels’ punt. Senior
linebacker Anthony Mortal! grabbed the loose
ball and returned it five yards for the touch
down.
After a missed extra point attempt, the
Pioneers took a 6-0 lead but Iona answered
right back on their next possession.
Iona took the ensuing kickoff and drove
81 yards on 10 plays. Junior quarterback
Nick Rossetti connected with sophomore wide
receiver Jeffrey Miller for a 41-yard touch
down catch that, along with the extra point,
gave the Gaels a 7-6 lead with just over nine
minutes left in the first quarter.
The Pioneers answered right back on their
next possession with a sustained drive of their

own. Sacred Heart took the ball on the 36-yard
line and drove 64 yards, capped off by a seven
yard touchdown run by senior running back
Evin Jones. This gave the Pioneers a 12-7 lead
after a second missed extra point attempt by
junior kicker Joe Schroeder.
Iona again countered with a touchdown
on their next possession that put them ahead
14-12 at the end of the first quarter.
The score remained that way as the defense
for both teams held each other at bay. It wasn’t
until there was only four minutes left in the
half that Iona would build on their lead with a
field goal which gave them 17-12 lead.
The Pioneers took over with just enough
time to score going into halftime. Moving
the ball mostly through the air on the drive,
sophomore quarterback Dale Fink engineered
a 61-yard drive for the Pioneers, capped by
an 11-yard touchdown pass to freshman wide
receiver Rich Rossi.
Sacred Heart went for the two-point con
version which was successful ?is Fink rushed
into the end zone, closing out the half with the
Pioneers leading 20-17.
The Pioneers started the second half with
the ball. In just three plays. Sacred Heart drove
59 yards, capped by a 45-yard touchdown
catch by freshman standout Garry Coles.
The defense for the Pioneers joined in
on the scoring against the Gaels on their next
possession. On the second play of the drive
senior linebacker Rich Marrone hit running
back Justin O’Brian, forcing a fumble. Senior
defensive back Jeff Hodges jumped on the
loose ball, giving the Pioneers possession on
the Iona 14-yard line.
After an incomplete pass by Fink, Coles
ran it in on the next play for a 14-yard score.
This gave the Pioneers a commanding 34-17

lead.
Iona cut the lead to 34-24 on their next
possession thanks to a four-yard run by senior
running back Craig Sutera.
, The Pioneers answered right back and pad
ded their lead with a 40-yard touchdown from
Fink to junior wide receiver Steve Tedesco.
The score gave the Pioneers a 41-24 lead.
The game was largely dominated by Fink
and the Pioneer offense which racked up 464
total yards as Fink completed 23 out of 30
passes for 256 yards and three touchdowns.
“The offense was new and we had to get
used to each other, so that was our emphasis
this week in practice - just to work hard and
execute which is what we did today,” said
Fink.
Sacred Heart would add a field goal by
Schroeder leading off the fourth quarter which
gave the Pioneers a 44-24 lead which ended up
being the final score.
Junior defensive back Andre Isla sealed
the victory late in the fourth quarter with an
interception — the third turnover forced by
the defense on the day and eleventh on the
season.
“We’ve changed the scheme a little and
we have good leaders. We just play physi
cal and that wears on a team throughout the
game,” said Gorham
This is the first 3-0 start for the Pioneers
since five years ago when coach Bill Lacey led
Sacred Heart to a 6-5 record in 2003.
The Pioneers look to extend their win
ning streak to four games when they travel
to Poughkeepsie, N.Y. to take on the Marist
College Red Foxes on Sept. 27 at 1 p.m.
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Women’s soccer picks up first win of season
Mike Hauck
Staff Reporter
The Sacred Heart University women’s soccer team
traveled to the University of Albany for a weekend tourna
ment seeking their first win of the season.
They tied Siena College 2-2 in their first game of the
tournament and defeated the University at Albany 1-0 to
wrap things up on Sunday.
Sacred Heart was one of four teams competing in the
tournament in addition to Siena College, University at
Albany, and Army.
The women did not square off against Army in the
tournament, but lost a 2-1 nail-biter to the Black Knights
earlier this season in double overtime.
“It was good to finally get our first win under our
belt and get some of the pressure off,” said senior Lauren
Tourtellott. “We played great soccer this weekend and
every aspect of the team was truly in top form.”
The Siena Saints came into the tournament unde
feated and was held at bay by the Sacred Heart women.
Both teams entered the game with the same tournament
record, but Siena captured first place by having a larger
scoring margin.
Senior Britney Dupee scored the first goal of the
game on a comer kick with 11 minutes expired in the first
half. Dupee was assisted by sophomores Lindsay Elliott
and Alex Mack on the play.
Siena striker Cara Riley converted on a free kick
from 30 meters out to knot things up in the 37* minute.
At halftime the women went into the locker room with the

score tied 1-1.
Sophomore Leigh Dogmantis scored an unassisted
goal in the 76* minute of the game to give the Pioneers a
2-1 with only 15 minutes left to play.
Saints’ Cara Riley ended up scoring the equalizer five
minutes later to post the final score of the match and leave
the game all square.
Goalie Meghan Reichelt made seven saves on nine
shots and Sacred Heart managed to maintain the tie
despite being out-shot 29-15.
With a young team comprised mostly of jumiors and
sophomores, the women are benefitting from adjusting to
each other and finding a chemistry that works.
“Our two sophomore strikers, Leigh Dogmantis
and Lindsay Elliott have really been doing well for us
recently,” said Tourtellott “They have been.putting so
much pressure on the opposing goalkeepers, especially
this weekend. They are going to be two girls to look out
for this season.”
The girls outplayed Albany up and down the field on
Sunday earning their first victory of the season. The team
played well on both sides of the ball by scoring a goal and
shutting out the opposition.
The first and only goal was scored by the young
striker Dogmantis and was assisted by Dupee. Dogmantis
beat the goalkeeper to a 50/50 ball and put a low drive
straight into the back of the net, leaving the goalkeeper
helpless and out of position.
Sacred Heart out-shot Albany 22-17 during the game
and put more shots on goal than did Albany. Sacred Heart
dominated the comer kicks as well 5-1.

M. Soccer ties Yale 0-0
With regulation time already expired, the
Pioneers looked to end the game in overtime,-but
could not convert on their many opportunities.
Pioneer sophomore Mario Mililli and
The Sacred Heart University men’s soccer
team and the Yale University Bulldogs battled to Backman both had close range opportunities, but
a 0-0 draw on Friday night at Reese Stadium, in the Bulldog defense refused to ^ve up, the game
winning goal as they blocked lx)th shots before
NewHaveh......
The two teams combined for 33 total shots, they could get through to Chulick.
The Bulldogs concluded the game with two
with Pioneer senior goalkeeper Matt Jones making
four saves and Bulldogs goalkeeper Travis Chulick final shots in the last two minutes of play, but
neither was on target.
making six saves.
Bulldog sophomore Eric Meyer’s opportunity
The game went back and forth with both teams
looking to score off a counter play, but neither team sailed over the goal with two minutes left and
junior Jordan Raybould’s chance also sailed over
could find success.
“I think we all played extremely hard and it the net with 43 seconds remaining.
The Bulldogs also had six comer kick oppor
was our best effort of the season,” sajd senior Luke
Gagliardi. “The work rate was there the entire tunities in the game, but none of them ever pro
game, but it’s always frustrating not being able to vided a scare to the Pioneers defense.
The Bulldogs did not allow a comer kick to
finish our chances.”
The intensity levels of each team were high for the Pioneers all game, which made it more diffi
cult to create chances and find ways to score.
this in-state rivalry.
Both teams managed to dictate the tempo
The teams combined for 39 fouls, includ
ing yellow cards earned by Pioneer midfielder at certain points in the game and both teams
Filipe Celikkaya and Bulldogs defender Markus appeared equally hungry for the victory.
The Pioneers and the Bulldogs both looked
Jackson.
Both teams had their fair share of qual to get a break off a counter attack and net what
ity opportunities to break the deadlock. With just would have been the game winning goal had a
under 20 minutes left in the second half, senior team found the back of the net.
Gagliardi and Tessitore led the Pioneers’
Jason Tessitore played a ball to Gagliardi past a
defender at the 30-yard box. Gagliardi dribbled the attack, each recording four shots on net.
Sophomore Matt Mones added three shots
ball down to the 18-yard line and unleashed a shot
while Backman, sophomore Denis Bmnotte and
that just cleared the crossbar.
With just over 15 minutes remaining in the sophomore Sergio Freitas each contributed two
second half. Pioneer senior defender Jonathan shots.
Tessitore led the Pioneers with two shots on
Allback played a driven ball to Gagliardi, who
flicked a header through the Bulldog defense. goal. Raybould and Meyer led the attack for the
Tessitore ran over to the ball and was one-on-one Bulldogs with four shots apiece.
As a whole as conference play is looming in
with Chulick, but Chulick made a diving save to
rob Tessitore and the Pioneers from getting on the front of them, the Pioneers are encouraged by their
performance against Yale.
scoreboard.
While every game is important, conference
“We played well and had a lot of opportunities
to score, but we just weren’t able to take advantage play will decide whether the Pioneers will com
pete in this year’s NCAA tournament.
of them,” said Tessitore.
“I think we are finally heading in the right
Minutes after the Pioneers’ break, the Bulldogs
direction as we go into conference play,” said
had their best opportunity of the game.
Bulldogs sophomore Andy Shorten launched a Backman. “With a little work, hopefully by confer
missile from 25 yards out but Jones made his best ence play we will be able to put it all together.”
The Pioneers resume action when they wel
save of the season, as he deflected the ball over the
come Dartmouth to Campus Field for a 3:30 p.m.
crossbar to keep the game scoreless.
“The defense looked good today, but I think start on Friday Sept. 26.
we worked as a team on both sides of the ball,” said
senior David Backman.

Ryan Mongillo
Staff Reporter

The defense barely let Albany put any pressure on
Reichelt.
“Our back line is really gelling lately and it has been in turn helping out our offense,” said Tourtellott. “They
played pretty fierce today and barely let any balls get
behind them. If we keep playing defense like this nobody
can beat us, especially if we shut them out like we did on
Sunday.”
Reichelt made seven saves throughout the game and
did not let a single one by her to shut out Albany and
finally get her first win of the season.
Siena won the tournament with Sacred Heart finish
ing as runner-up. Third place was taken by Army and
fourth place was occupied by Albany.
“I’m so excited the girls got their first win in Albany,”
said senior Dan McMahon, who followed the girls to
Albany to watch them play. “I was hooting and hollering
at the top of my lungs trying to cheer the girls on to vic
tory. They came through for me and I could not be happier
for them.”
McMahon was so excited for the next game that he
urged his fellow fans to attend.
“The girls won’t stop with just one win,” he said.
“They are going to keep on rolling if they continue to
play like this and one way we can help them is by going
to their games.”
Fans can catch the women’s soccer team in action
next against Bryant University on Friday Sept. 26 at 7
p.m. under the lights at Campus Field.

Club sports offer
unique opportunities
Steve Coppola
Staff Reporter
While Sacred Heart University fields an impressive 32 varsity
I level, not everyone can be recruited or has the
commitment level to play for these teams.
For those students at Sacred Heart who still want to play a sport
they love, club sports is the perfect way to stay in shape and get
involved with the university.
The club sports department is new here at Sacred Heart this
year.
After several students voiced their desire to play a sport for fun
at the collegiate level, the university began to take steps to makingtheir wish a reality.
The club sports department was formed with the goal of provid
ing an alternative intercollegiate athletic program that is not quite as
demanding as those sports at the varsity level.
Currently, the club sports program offers 18 different sports for
students - and they plan on adding more throughout the course of
the year.
“We offer the chance for athletes to continue playing a sport at a
, high level of competition without having to cope with the difficulties
of being a Division I athlete,” said Mike Tarantino.
While it is easy to confuse club sports with intramural sports,
there is one important difference: Students who are part of the club
sports program travel to other colleges and universities anywhere
between Maine and Virginia.
This enables the athletes to travel to games the same way
Division I athletes and teams do.
Yale University, Boston College, and Fairfield University are
just a few of the local colleges that also partake in this program and
there are new arrivals this year.
The Sacred Heart student body’s overall response to the club
sports program has been very positive thus far and is expected to
grow.
The program boasts an estimated number of 300 to 350 athletes
on the 18 teams offered.
According to Tarantino, with so many students participating in
the program, it is an excellent opportunity for people of all grades to
meet new people and make friends while playing sports they love.
“The department is giving those 300+ athletes a chance to show
off their talents and not only stay in shape and remain competitive,
but join a team and meet new friends,” said Tarantino.
Some of the club sports offered at Sacred Heart include baseball,
field hockey, bowling, men’s and women’s lacrosse, and ice hockey.
These are just a few of the teams offered to students and the full
hst can be found on the Sacred Heart University Athletic web site.
Students who are looking to get involved can contact Mike
Tarantino or Ray Mencio by email or by visiting the club sports office
located in Hawley Lounge.

_____Sports
Farewell to the Cathedral of Sports
Rob Morgan
Sports Editor

As the New York Yankees prepare to move into thennew $1.3 billion dollar stadium next spring, one of the
world’s most historic and esteemed landmarks has closed
its doors forever.
While the new Yankee Stadium will provide fans
with many state-of-the-art comforts and amenities such
as luxury suites, restaurants, and stores, the real question
is whether or not the new ballpark will produce the same
electric atmosphere and countless feats and triumphs that
the old Yankee Stadium was notorious for.
Virtually every person who has taken a tour of the
new stadium has been blown away by what they have
seen. Many of them have even gone on-record as saying
that the new stadium will be a grand slam.
MSNBC’s Keith Olbermann was one of the people
fortunate enough to get a behind-the-scenes look at the
construction of the new stadium in its early stages.
Whether you like him or not, Olbermann’s take on the
new Yankee Stadium is worthy of some recognition.
As he roamed through the site of the future sta
dium with video camera in hand, Olbermann, a self-proclaimed cynic and traditionalist, said that the new stadium
“knocked his socks off.’’
“The new stadium looks like it was carved out by the
same forces of nature that made the Grand Canyon,’ said
Olbermann.
Nobody is arguing that the Yankees do not need a
new stadium.
One needs to look no further than the unbearably nar
row concourses, the constantly overcrowded concession
stands and restrooms, and the risk of steel beams falling
from the rafters at any moment to realize that there needs
to be a change.
But sometimes change is hard to accept, especially
when it means not being able to set foot inside “The
House That Ruth Built’’ ever again.
What seems to be lost in all of the hype of opening up
the new stadium, however, is the fact that when everyone
has filed out of the old Yankee Stadium and the lights are
turned off for the final time, all of the history and mys
tique that has made Yankee Stadium what it is today will
be long gone.
While the Yankees plan on preserving many of the
same features of the old Yankee Stadium such as the
monuments, the facade, and even the same playing field
dimensions, the bottom line is that no matter how hard

they try, there will never be another Yankee Stadium quite
like the one at the comer of 161” Street and River Ave.
Yankee players and management also joke that the
infamous ghosts of Yankee lore — most notably Ruth,
Gehrig, DiMaggio, and Mantle only have to make a short
trek across the street into the new stadium. But the mys
tique and aura that each of these legends c.ontributed to
happened in the old stadium and this cannot just be put on
a moving truck and shipped next door.
Over the years, Yankee Stadium has played host to
some of the most famous moments in sports and American
history.
So, with the final curtain being lowered on the
Stadium, it is only fitting to reflect upon and pay tribute
to some of the greatest moments that Yankee Stadium has
hosted.
It is where the great Babe Ruth clubbed his then
record 60“' homerun in 1927 - a feat that stood for 34
years until Roger Maris broke the Bambino’s mark with
his 61” homerun in 1961.
It is where the “Iron Horse,’’ Lou Gehrig, courageous
ly stood in front of thousands of fans in 1939 as he battled
a deadly disease, only to declare himself, “the luckiest
man on the face of the earth.”
It is where Don Larsen became the only pitcher in
baseball history to toss a perfect game in the World Series
as he stymied the Brooklyn Dodgers in Game 5 of the
1955 Series.
It is where Chris Chambliss socked a pennant
winning homerun against the Kansas City Royals in the
bottom of the ninth inning of the fifth and decisive game
of the 1976 ALCS. As the ball soared over the right field
wall, thousands of Yankees fans stormed onto the field and
mobbed Chamblisg while he circled the bases - arguably
one of the greatest images in Yankee Stadium history.
It is where Reggie Jackson hit three mammoth
homeruns on three swings of the bat in Game 6 of the
1977 World Series against the Dodgers, prompting fans to
chant “REG-GIE! REG-GIE!” as Jackson emerged from
the dugout for one of the most famous curtain calls in
Yankee Stadium history.
It is where pitchers David Wells and David Cone
threw perfect games during the 1998 and 1999 seasons,
respectively.
It is where Tino Martinez, Scott Brosius, and Derek
Jeter provided some late-inning come-from-bchind
heroics in the 2001 World Series against the Arizona
Diamondbacks just weeks after New York City was
rocked by the tragic terrorist attacks of September IT*'.

It is where Aaron Boone smacked a Tim Wakefield
knuckleball into the left field seats in the 13“' inning of
Game 7 of the 2003 ALCS to clinch the pennant.
And, most recently, it is where the Boston Red Sox
came back from a 3-0 deficit in the 2004 ALCS to defeat
the Yankees en route to their first World Championship in
86 years, and thus reversing the “Curse of the Bambino.”
Besides baseball games, Yankee Stadium has also
been the site of several papal masses, concerts, football
games, and boxing matches which only adds to its illustri
ous history.
Looking back on my times spent in Yankee Stadium,
I have come to both understand and appreciate just how
special a place it truly is.
I can still remember seeing the Stadium for the first
time from the Major Deegan Expressway. Its size and
location - in the middle of a dilapidated Bronx neighbor
hood - made it stand out like a diamond in the rough.
Walking through the tumstyles and out of the tunnel
for the first time with the perfectly trimmed green grass
and rows upon rows of blue seats was enough to send
chills down your spine.
The late Eddie Layton playing some jovial tunes on
the famous Yankee Stadium organ as “The Voice of God,”
PA announcer Bob Shepphard, says into the microphone,
“Ladies and Gentlemen, Welcome to Yankee Stadium!”
Seeing the same field that so many legendary players
have competed on and where so many remarkable feats
were achieved is an experience that cannot be matched by
simply watching on television.
The passion of the Yankee Stadium fans was obvious
through the Bleacher Creatures’ first inning role call and
their sometimes vulgar chants directed towards opposing
outfielders.
For all of these reasons - and many more, Yankee
Stadium is and always will be hallowed grounds.
Nobody knows for sure what the new Yankee Stadium
will bring in the coining years.
No doubt people will come and no doubt there will be
some great moments.
But will there ever be that same feeling as being
inside the old Yankee Stadium?
Not likely.
As I walked out of Yankee Stadium for what was the
final time this past summer, I was reminded of the words
echoed by former Yankee manager Joe Torre shortly after
he rejected a contract offer from the team.
“I walked out of there; I’m not going back,” said
Torre. “I just leave the memories.”

Henley awarded captaincy for second time
Emily Gumbs
Asst. Sports Editor
Early this summer head coach Dave Bike announced
that the men’s basketball captain for the 2008-09 season is
graduate student Joey Henley.
The Pioneers finished with 18-14 records in each of
the last two seasons and the coaching staff will look to
Henley to help the Pioneers get one more win this yeara win that will return them to the Northeast Conference
championship game and hopefully to their first trip to the
NCAA Division I tournament.
“We picked Joey because he is a solid leader. We like
the way he plays and how he helps generate energy on
the court,” said Coach Bike. “We want other players to
respect him.”
Henley was a tri-captain his sophomore year along
with Kibwe Trim (‘06) and Tavio Hobson (*07). Henley
sat out in the 2005-2006 season after sustaining an ankle
injury during football season and again in the 2007-2008
season with a knee injury. In order to be eligible to play
this season, Henley had to receive a waiver from the
NCAA for a sixth year.
The upcoming season is being highly anticipated by
many people after the Pioneers lost in the final game of
the NEC Championships last season to Mount St. Mary’s
Photo courtesy of Athletic Communications- File Photo
University. It was the second straight year Sacred Heart
Joey
Henley
goes
up for a rebound
University had reached the title game and Bike hopes that
Bike
of
the
four
Connecticut
players joining the team this
Henley’s leadership can help the younger players mature
season.
“
But
the
returning
players
need to do their jobs if
and play a key role in the team’s progress.
we
want
to
be
successful.
”
“We are very happy with the recruiting class,” said

With Henley back in the line up the. Pioneers’ chanc
es may be pretty good in getting the results that they
want. Henley is considered by many to be the favorite to
win Player of the Year honors in the NEC this year. He
was named to the All-Rookie team as a freshman and was
selected to the All-NEC second team in 2004-05 after
averaging 12.3 points and 5.7 rebounds per game.
“We have three of our starters back along with the
rookies and we have improved in areas that were weaker
in the past,” Henley said. “The freshman have come in
and saw that everyone works hard and that everyone has
a good work ethic. They have adapted quite nicely.”
The rookies and other veterans have their work cut
out for them if they are going to get back to the title
game. With the loss of Drew Shubik (‘08), Brice Brooks
(‘08), and Luke Granato (‘08), many players will have to
fill those empty spaces, and look to Henley as an example
of how to conduct themselves on and off the court.
“Joey will help enhance our chances,” Bike contin
ued. “We are expecting him to play his butt off and get
the job done. He has a chance to be a force inside as a
player and be the leader we need as captain.”
Henley will also achieve a personal milestone this
season. Sometime at the end of the first semester, or
beginning of the second, the sixth-year senior will record
his 1000'*’ career point. He will become the 27'*' player in
school history to reach that goal.
“Considering I have come back from injury, I am a
better player and the team will benefit,” Henley said. “I
always put the team first and me second.”
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Field hockey falls to Hofstra and Yale
Ryan Mongillo
Staff Reporter
Looking to build off the momentum from a big home
win, the Sacred Heart field hockey team lost a tough game
to the Hofstra University Pride 2-0 on Friday afternoon in
Hempstead, N.Y.
The Pride converted on two penalty comers - one
early in the game and the other in the beginning of the
second half - to put the game out of reach.
“Every time we have played Hofstra, it has been a
close game,” said senior Melissa Mazin. “We came out
strong and were connecting all over the field during the
first half.”
Almost 16 minutes into the contest. Pride forward Brit
Blankmeyer took an assist from Nancy Wagenbrenner and
blasted a shot past Pioneer goaltender Whitney Mills.
The Pioneers kept their heads up and continued to
press for the equalizer, but failed to do so before the first
half whistle.
The Pride then struck again at the 39:12 minute mark
of the second half on a goal by Charlia Warner. Reyna
Famum directed a penalty comer over to fellow forward
Kristin Thompson who set up Warner for the goal which
proved to be too much for the Pioneers to overcome.
“After the second goal, we lost the momentum we
had gained before halftime, and struggled on both the
offensive and defensive end,” said Mazin.
The lone bright spot for the Pioneers was Mills who
made nine saves on the day, but was helpless on both cor
ners that led to goals for the Pride.
The Pioneers were out-shot 24-4 on the game and the

Pride also managed to take five more penalty comers than
the Pioneers.
The Pioneers had a chance to draw the game even
when sophomore Hannah Robinson lined up for a p>enalty
comer, but she stmck the ball wide of the goal.
“We had our opportunities to counter off of Hofstra’s
mistakes early on but, unfortunately, we were unable to
convert,” said Mills. “I think our whole team hopes to
have a big turnaround from this game.”
The Pioneers only had two players register a shot
on goal, as senior Amy Hendricks and Robinson both
recorded two shots apiece.
The game, however, was closer than the statistics
revealed as the Pioneers were at times one pass away from
breaking through to Pride goalkeeper Krisha Giammarco,
but they failed to connect from close range.
While Giammarco did not need to make many
saves, she positioned herself well early on in the game
as Hendricks had an opportunity off a comer only two
minutes into the game.
Unfortunately for the Pioneers, they would only
record one more shot in the half, while the Pride capital
ized on their opportunities.
Looking to move past their loss against Hofstra, the
Pioneers traveled to Yale University on Sunday afternoon
to take on the Bulldogs.
However, they couldn’t turn around from Friday
afternoon’s loss and they were tmmped 6-1.
The Bulldogs wasted no time, recording six first half
goals en route to their victory.
Alyssa Jethani started the scoring parade at the 9:29
mark of the first half on a nice pass by Dinah Landshut.

The scoring did not stop there as Landshut and
Ashley McCauley scored only minutes after Jethani’s goal
to boost the Bulldogs to an early 3-0 lead.
“We came out really flat and they capitalized on that
immediately,” said Mazin. “We let them score six goals in
the first half and we could never get back into the game.”
McCauley picked up a hat trick a little under 30
minutes into the game off a nice feed from Katie Cantore.
Julia Weiser added the final goal for the Bulldogs a minute
later to make the score 6-1.
Hendricks provided the lone goal for the Pioneers at
15:58 of the first half, but they could not use any of the
momentum to get back into the game.
The Pioneers’ intensity level was higher than on
Friday, as they out-shot the Bulldogs and drew more pen
alty comers than them as well.
“In the second half, we were like a different team,”
said Mazin. “Next weekend is our first conference game
and if we can play more like we did in the second half, we
will definitely finish with a win.”
The Pioneers feel confident going into conference
play; despite Friday’s loss, they are looking to draw
momentum from the losing effort.
“I think our whole team hopes to have a big turn
around when we start our conference games this Friday,”
said Mills. “We have a lot of younger players getting
playing time and we will do really well this weekend if
we play together as a team.”
The Pioneers return to action on Friday when they
host Robert Morris in their first conference game of the
season at noon at Campus Field.

Cross country teams put up solid
showing at Monmouth Invitational
Catherine Oehm
Staff Reporter
The Sacred Heart University’s cross
country teams competed at the 14* Annual
Monmouth University Invitational last
weekend in Holmdel, N.J.
The Pioneer women finished third
while the men placed fourth at the
Invitational.
“The Holmdel course is a slower cross
country course than others,” said coach
Christian Morrison. “It has many hills but
despite that, both teams ran fast.”
The women’s cross-country team fin
ished ahead of several other NEC schools
including Monmouth University, Mount St.
Mary’s College, St. Francis College (N.Y),
Central Connecticut State University, and
Wagner College.
Junior Sarah Tencza led the way for
the Pioneer women by crossing the finish
line in 19:05 which was good for a seventh
overall finish.
“Holmdel is one of the toughest cours
es in the northeast and I think our team
pulled off a very strong overall perfor
mance,” said Tencza.
The underclassmen continued to
make an impact on the races as freshman
Mekenzie Krause placed ninth overall and
finished with a time of 19:10, followed by
sophomores Samantha Troy (19:48) and
Dana Troy (20:02). Freshman Sara Pollock
added to the Pioneers success with a final
time of 19:57.
Former NEC Rookie of the Year
Kathleen Henrythe rounded out the top
seven along with freshman Brittany
Llobell.
“I thought the women’s team per
formed very well,” said Tencza. “We
placed 3rd overall to beat everyone in our
conference except Quinnipiac, so it was a

nice preview before our conference meets
later this fall.”
“I was really happy with the women’s
team and especially the freshmen,” said
Morrison. “Sarah Tencza had a nice race
as well as Mekenzie Krause and Sara
Pollock all had breakthrough races; they
ran their personal best. The women were
strong and the men were solid.”
The Pioneer men also competed at
the Invitational, placing four runners in
the top 20.
Senior Luis German led the team
by clocking in at 27:13 and placing 11
overall.
Junior Brendan Rickert followed
closely behind, clocking in with a time of
27:30 which was good for 16* overall.
Junior Matthew Chomey and sopho
more Andrew Houghtalen both finished
with a time of 27:42, tying for 20* while
freshman Richard Marcello also scored
for the Pioneers clocking in with a time
of 28:28 and placed 38*.
Junior Ryan Murdoch and sophomore
Samuel Silliman’s times of 28:35 round
ed out the top seven for the Pioneers. The
men finished fourth overall and defeated
five conference opponents.
“The top five men ran really well,”
said Morrison. “Luis German and
Brendan Rickert are lead runners and
John Kenworthy who was sick on Friday,
could have closed the gap on Quinnipiac
had he been able to.”
Holmdel Park will be host to the
Northeast Conference Championship race
in November.
“I am very excited for what lies
ahead because I see a lot of potential in
our team this year and we all get along
really well,” said Tencza.
The Pioneers are back in action
Saturday Sept. 27 at the ■ 32“* Annual
Fairfield University Victor F. Leeber

Invitational at 11 a.m.
said Morrison. “We defeated other teaiiis
“The meet at Monmouth was a preview in the conference already and are hopeful
for the NEC championship at Holmdel,” to beat Quinnipiac in November.”
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